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QUESTION 1

You have to import several transport requests into an AS ABAP-based SAP system using transaction STMS (Transport
Management System). In the import queue of one of the SAP systems the "Import Request" (Import Single) button is
displayed, but the "Import All Requests" (Import All) button is missing. What could be the reason? 

A. The "Import All Requests" button is never available in a development system. 

B. The "Queue-controlled transports, single transports" strategy has been set. 

C. The authorization for "Import All Requests" is missing for the respective SAP system. 

D. Client-specific transport routes have been configured. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What are prerequisites if you want to support web scenarios using the HTTP protocol in an AS ABAP-

based SAP system? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. The Internet Communication Manager has to be started. 

B. The Logical port has to be defined for the HTTP protocol. 

C. The Server port has to be defined for the HTTP protocol. 

D. The SAP Web Dispatcher has to be started. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements regarding the client concept and the client copy tools in ABAP- based 

SAP Systems (for example, SAP ECC) are true? 

(There are 3 correct answers to this question) 

Response: 

A. Clients can be copied within a single SAP System. 

B. Application data can only be copied from one client to another, when all clientspecific customizing is also copied. 

C. User master records cannot be copied between clients. 

D. Clients can be copied between SAP Systems of the same release. 
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E. Client-independent customizing is always automatically copied between clients. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 4

In Oracle 10g, a tablespace SYSAUX is created automatically by the installation tool SAPINST. Which of 

the following statements is true? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. The most important purpose of the SYSAUX tablespace is to reduce the load on the system tablespace and
additionally simplifying the administration. 

B. The SYSAUX is a temporary help tablespace for the system tablespace. It provides a central space for necessary
additional metadata outside of the system tablespace. Some components and products that previously used the system
tablespace now use the SYSAUX tablespace. 

C. The tablespace SYSAUX contains a predefined set of SAP tables. In the creation of the database, they are copied
into the system tablespace in one step, instead of creating every table step by step. 

D. The tablespace SYSAUX is needed by the installation tool SAPINST itself, and contains temporary Oracle dictionary
information. It significantly reduces the installation time of the R3LOAD phase. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

SAP recommends that: Choose the correct answer(s). Response: 

A. Project manager or person responsible for the transport (a limited number of users) are creating the transport
requests 

B. Project members should always create their transport request by there own 

C. The project members are assigned to the transport request by creation of tasks for each project member inside the
transport request 

D. Project members are recording changes in their own task (assigned by the project manager or person responsible for
the transport request) 

Correct Answer: ACD 
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